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ABSTRACTS 
Edited by DAVID E. ZITARELLI 
The purpose of this department is to give sufficient information about the subject matter of 
each publication to enable users to decide whether to read it. It is our intention to cover all 
books, articles, and other materials in the field. 
Books for abstracting and eventual review should be sent to this department. Materials 
should be sent to Dr. David E. Zitarelli, Department of Mathematics, Temple University, 
Philadelphia, PA 19122, U.S.A. 
Readers are invited to send reprints, autoabstracts, corrections, additions, and notices of 
publications that have been overlooked. Be sure to include complete bibliographic informa- 
tion, as well as transliteration and translation for non-European languages. We need volun- 
teers willing to cover one or more journals for this department. 
Readers interested in receiving a computer-readable version of the abstracts, beginning 
with #11.3.1, are invited to write to the Abstracts Editor. 
In order to facilitate reference and indexing, entries are given abstract numbers which 
appear at the end following the symbol #. A triple numbering system is used: the first 
number indicates the volume, the second the issue number, and the third the sequential 
number within that issue. For example, the abstracts for Volume 12, Number 1, are num- 
bered: 12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, etc. 
For reviews and abstracts published in Volumes 1 through 13 there is an author index in 
Volume 13, Number 4, and a subject index in Volume 14, Number 1. 
The initials in parentheses at the end of an entry indicate the abstractor. In this issue there 
are abstracts by Victor Albis (Bogota), Joe Albree (Montgomery), Ivor Grattan-Guinness 
(Middlesex), Wilfried Lagler, Albert C. Lewis (Hamilton), and David E. Zitarelli. 
AABOE, ASGER. 1987. Construction de las tablas trigonometricas de Ptolomeo (Construction of 
Ptolemy’s trigonometric tables). Mathesis (Mexico) 3, 265-294. PTOLEMY, TRIGONOMETRY. (VA) 
#16.2.1 
ABBOTT, DAVID (Ed.). 1985. Mathematicians. New York: Bedrick. 175 pp. Hardbound $28. This is 
a volume in the series “The Biographical DICTIONARY of Scientists,” originally published in England. 
The book consists of a short historical introduction to mathematics, biographies of 182 mathematicians 
(alphabetized) from Thales (ca. 600 B.C.) to Stephen Hawking (born 1942), a 16-page glossary, and an 
index. There are no references given and the biographies are not signed. This is a handy reference, but 
one must be on guard for typos and some serious errors (e.g., multiplication of matrices on p. 29 and 
the date of the founding of the American Journal of Mathematics). (JA) #16.2.2 
ALBIS, WCTOR S., AND PARAMO, GUILLERMO. 1987. Antropologia y matematicas (Anthropology 
and mathematics). Mathesis (Mexico) 3, 163-167. A project on the use of MATH MODELS and PAT- 
TERN CLASSIFICATION in ANTHROPOLOGY. (VA) #16.2.3 
ALEXANDERSON, GERALD L., et al. 1987. GEORGE P~LYA (1887-1985). Bulletin of the London 
Mathematical Society 19,559~608. Polya was most influenced by LEOPOLD FEJI~R, and in his lifetime 
he collaborated with some of the most important mathematicians of this century, including GABOR 
SZEG~, GASTON JULIA, G. H. HARDY, J. E. LITTLEWOOD, and A. E. INGHAM. There are separate 
descriptions of some of Polya’s contributions to REAL ANALYSIS, COMPLEX ANALYSIS, CALCULUS OF 
VARIATIONS, PROBABILITY, ENUMERATIVE GEOMETRY, NUMBER THEORY, COMBINATORICS, GRAPH 
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THEORY, INEQUALITIES, and PHYSICS. There is also a short review of P6lya’s unique position in 
EDUCATION: MATHEMATICS, especially with respect to PROBLEMS and HEURISTIC. P6lya was promi- 
nently associated with ETH ZURICH (1914-1940) and STANFORD UNIVERSITY (1942-1985). “He kept a 
mathematical log himself throughout much of his career, recording mathematical conversations and 
keeping track of his own mathematical ideas” (p. 560). There is one photo, a chronological list of his 
290 papers, and 17 books/monographs (1912-1985), plus a list of problems/solutions he contributed to 
nine journals (1911-1961). (JA) #16.2.4 
ALVAREZ, CARLOS . 1987. El nacimiento de la teoria de 10s ntimeros cardinales transfinitos (The 
birth of the theory of transfinite cardinal numbers). Mathesis (Mexico) 3,89-93. SET THEORY, CAN- 
TOR, TRANSFINITE NUMBERS. (VA) #16.2.5 
ALVAREZ, CARLOS, AND RAMfREz, SANTIAGO. 1987. Jean van Heijenoort (1912-1986), de Coyoa- 
c8n a Brandeis (Jean van Heijenoort (1912- 1986): From Coyoac&n to Brandeis). Mathesis (MCxico) 3, 
73-74. Biographical portrait of Jean van HEIJENOORT. (VA) #16.2.6 
ANAND, KAILISH K. 1988. HANNA NEWMANN: A great woman mathematician from down under. 
Association for Women in Mathematics Newsletter 18(l) (January-February), 10-13. The life and 
work of the 20th-century algebraist who fled Nazi Germany for England and later moved to AUSTRA- 
LIA with her family. GROUP THEORY, WOMEN. (DEZ) #16.2.7 
ANELLIS, IRVING H. 1987. Bibliografia de Jean van Heijenoort (J. van Heijenoort’s bibliography). 
Mathesis (Mexico) 3, 85-88. Works by and on Jean L. van HEIJENOORT. WA) #16.2.8 
ANELLIS, IRVING H. 1988. Some unpublished papers of JEAN VAN HELIENOORT. Historia Mathe- 
matica 15, 270-274. HISTORY OF LOGIC, JACQUES HERBRAND, KURT G~DEL. (DEZ) #16.2.9 
ARENZANA HERNANDEZ, VfcToR. 1987. La ensedanza de las matematicas en el siglo XVIII en 
Espaiia. La Escuela de Matematicas de la Real Sociedad Econ6mica Aragonesa de Amigos de1 Pais 
(The teaching of mathematics in 18th-century Spain). Ph.D. thesis, University of Zaragoza. MATH 
TEACHING, HISTORY, SPAIN. (VA) #16.2.10 
ARNOLD, BERND J. 1988. Das Kontinuit&sprogramm zwischen Cantor und der Nonstandard-Analy- 
sis. Historia Mathematics 15, 250-263. ANALYSIS, INFINITESIMALS, NONSTANDARD ANALYSIS, 
NORBERT WIENER, LEON CHWISTEK, LUDWIG NEDER. (DEZ) #16.2.11 
ASCHER, MARCIA. 1988. Graphs in cultures: A study in ethnomathematics. Historia Mathematics 
15, 201-227. EULERIAN GRAPHS, OCEANIA, ETHNOMATHEMATICS. (DEZ) #16.2.12 
AUSEJO, ELENA. 1986. La Academia de Ciencias Exactas, Ffsicoquimicas y Naturales de Zaragoza 
(1916-1936). B.S. thesis, Facultad de Ciencias de Zaragoza. History of Zaragoza’s Sciences Academy. 
WA) #16.2.13 
AUSEJO, ELENA. 1986. Las matematicas en la Academia de Ciencias de Zaragoza (Mathematics in 
the Academy of Sciences of Zaragoza). LLULL 9(16-17), 5-34. SPANISH MATH, 20th CENTURY, 
GARcfA DE GALDEANO, REY PASTOR. (VA) #16.2.14 
AVILA, ALFONSO; ORAYEN, RAI~L; PREISER, ASUNCI~N; AND SERRATOS, MAYAHUEL. 1987. AnBli- 
sis 16gico y filos6fico de 10s fundamentos conjuntisticos altemativos de la matemhtica actual. Muthesis 
(MCxico) 3,321-328. Project on the SET-THEORETIC FOUNDATIONS OF MATH from the points of view 
of logic and philosophy. (VA) #16.2.15 
BENIS-SINACEUR, HOURYA. 1987. El teorema de Algebra de Ch. F. Sturm revisado por J. J. Sylves- 
ter (Ch. F. Sturm’s algebraic theorem revised by J. J. Sylvester). Mathesis (Mexico) 3, 401-413. 
STURM’S theorem on the number of real roots of a polynomial and its influence on SYLVESTER’S theory 
of syzygies and inertia theorem, and modem real FIELD THEORY. (VA) #16.2.16 
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BENIS~INACEUR, HOURYA. 1987. Estructura y concept0 en la epistemologia matematica de Jean 
Cavailles (Structure and concept in Jean Cavaillbs’ mathematical epistemology). Muthesis (Mexico) 3, 
15-31. MATH PHILOSOPHY, MODERN ALGEBRA, NOETHER, VAN DER WAERDEN, DRULL, ARTIN, 
WEIL, CHEVALLEY, BOURBAKI. (VA) #16.2.17 
BETSCH, G., AND LAGLER, W. 1988. CARL FRIEDRICH GAUSS und die Gottinger Professoren- 
Witwen- und -Waisenkasse. Ein bisher unbekannter Briefwechsel zwischen Gauss und George Ernst 
Friedrich Hoppenstedt (1779-1858). Mitteilungen der Gauss-Gesellschuft 25, 17-26. Gauss and the 
Giittingen Fund for Professors, Widows, and Orphans: A hitherto unknown correspondence between 
Gauss and Hoppenstedt. (WL) #16.2.18 
The BROOKE, JAMES. 1988. The MONGE statue in Beaune, France. 
11(4), 44. Brief description with photo of Place Monge. (DEZ) 
Mathematical Intelligencer 
#16.2.19 
BUTZER, P. L., AND VAILLANT, J. 1987. HENRI GEORGES GARNIR (1921-1985). Bulletin of the 
London Mathematical Society 19, 609-622. Gamir spent more than 40 years at the University of 
L&GE. “His fields of research were broad, including ALGEBRA (notably aspects of MATRICES and 
GROUP THEORY used in chemistry and modem physics), FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS (an algorithmic 
approach), and PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS (especially boundary value problems, singulari- 
ties, and applications to mathematical physics).” Gamir “derived his original experience from, and 
sought his goals in, the physical sciences.” There is a photo and there are lists of his articles and 
memoirs (56), books (8), reports on conferences (6), and lecture notes and seminar reports (34). (JA) 
#16.2.20 
CANTOR, GEORGE [sic]. 1987. Sobre una pregunta elemental de la teorfa de conjuntos (On an 
elementary question on set theory). Mathesis (Mexico) 3, 95-98. Spanish translation of a paper 
by CANTOR published in Jahresbericht der Deutschen Mathematiker-Vereinigung 1, 75-78. CARDI- 
NAL NUMBERS. (VA) #16.2.21 
CHAKRABARTY, S. S. 1987. WILLIAM HENRY YOUNG and mathematics. Ganita-Bhiirati. Bulletin of 
the Indian Society for History of Mathematics 9, 41-44. Young was a professor of mathematics at 
Calcutta University from 1913 to 1917. (ACL) #16.2.22 
CHAKRABARTY, S. S. 1987. Works of native MUSLIM mathematicians in INDIA (1857-1970). 
Ganita-Bhcirati. Bulletin of the Indian Society for History of Mathematics 9, 45-48. (ACL) 
#16.2.23 
CIESIELSKI, KRZYSZTOF, AND POGODA, ZDZISLAW. 1988. Conversation with Andrzej TUROWICZ. 
The Mathematical Zntelligencer 11(4), 13-20. Interview with this Polish octogenarian mathematician- 
priest. Recollections of incidents involving MAZUR, BANACH, STEINHAUS, ZAREMBA, and SCHAUDER, 
as well as some lesser-known Polish mathematicians of the 20th century. POLAND. (DEZ) 
#16.2.24 
CIPRA, BARRY. 1988. Zeroing in on the zeta function. Science 239 (March II), 1241-1242. Short, 
popular account of the history of the RIEMANN HYPOTHESIS. (DEZ) #16.2.25 
CODINA PASUCAL, ROSER. 1986. Implicaciones educativas de la matematica pitagdrica (Educa- 
tional implications of Pythagorean Math). B.S. thesis, Facultad de Ciencias de Zaragoza. (VA) 
#16.2.26 
DILKE, 0. A. W. 1987. Mathematics and measurement. London/Berkeley: British Museum/Univ. 
of California Press. 64 pp. Paperback. Illustrated. $6.95. ANCIENT MATHEMATICS of “practical impor- 
tance: ” EGYPTIAN; BABYLONIAN; GREEK; ROMAN. This is a brief and wide-ranging survey touching 
on NOTATION (SYMBOLS), EDUCATION, METROLOGY, SURVEYING and ARCHITECTURE, GEOGRAPHY, 
CHRONOMETRY, BUSINESS and COMMERCE, and other topics. (JA) #16.2.27 
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DOMfNGUEZ, ELADIO. 1986. Sobre algunos resultados topologicos de Julio Rey Pastor (On some 
topological results of Julio Rey Pastor). LLULL 9(6-7), 55-63. Topological contributions of REY 
PASTOR, quasi-metric spaces. SPANISH MATH, 20th CENTURY. (VA) #16.2.28 
EKELAND, IVAR. 1988. Mathematics and the unexpected. Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press. xiii + 
146 pp. $19.95. Selective account of the development of DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS from KEPLER through 
POINCA~~ to ARNOLD, SMALE, and THOM. (DEZ) #16.2.29 
EULER, LEONARD. 1988. Introduction to analysis of the infinite. New York: Springer-Verlag. xiii + 
327 pp. Hardbound. $49.95. Translation by John D. Blanton of Book I of the classical text Zntroductio 
in analysin infinitorum. It begins with a preface that sounds as if it could have been written today. The 
translator has added an introduction to explain his terminology. EULER, TEXTS, ANALYSIS. (DEZ) 
#16.2.30 
FAUVEL, JOHN, AND GRAY, JEREMY (Eds.). 1987. The history of mathematics, a reader. Dobbs 
Ferry, NY: Sheridan. xxiv + 628 pp. Paperbound. $29.50. Contains a wide variety of sources, corre- 
spondence, diary entries, and biographical judgments from the classical Greek period to the 19th 
century. (DEZ) #16.2.31 
FIELD, J. V., AND GRAY, J. J. 1987. The geometrical work of Girard Desargues. New York: 
Springer-Verlag. x + 237 pp. $68. A translation of the Brouillon projet together with the Greek legacy 
on which the project was built. Also contains a “botanical vocabulary,” an elaborate set of footnotes, 
translations of lesser works on perspective, and illustrations. See also #14.3.30. (DEZ) #16.2.32 
FRANCI, RAFFAELLA. 1988. ANTONIO DE MAZZINGHI: An algebraist of the 14th century. Historia 
Muthematica 15,240-249. MEDIEVAL ITALIAN ALGEBRA, POLYNOMIALS, BENEDETTO OF FLORENCE. 
(DEZ) #16.2.33 
GANITANAND. 1987. On the date of Sridhara. Ganita-Bhdrati: Bulletin of the Indian Society for 
History of Mathematics 9, 54-56. INDIAN MATHEMATICS. (ACL) #16.2.34 
GARcfA PIAZUELO, BEGONIA. 1986. Los teoremas de existencia y unicidad en la obra de Cauchy 
(Existence and uniqueness theorems in the work of CAUCHY). B.S. thesis, Facultad de Ciencias de 
Zaragoza. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, CAUCHY’S PROBLEM. (VA) #16.2.35 
GIRDING, LARS, AND H~RMANDER, LARS (Eds.). 1988. Marcel Riesz: Collected papers. New 
York/Berlin/Heidelberg: Springer-Verlag. vi + 897 pp. Hardbound. $65.00. The preface refers to a 
bibliography of Riesz’s published papers and explains which ones are included. The first paper is a 
reprint of G~RDING’S memorial article from Acta Muthematica 124 (1970). FOURIER ANALYSIS, PAR- 
TIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, SERIES, CLIFFORD ALGEBRAS, POTENTIAL THEORY, WAVE PROPA- 
GATION. (DEZ) #16.2.36 
GRABINER, JUDITH V. 1988. The centrality of mathematics in the history of Western thought. 
Mathematics Magazine 61(4), 220-230. Reprint of invited talk from the Proceedings of the Znterna- 
tional Congress of Mathematicians at Berkeley, Vol. 2, pp. 1668-1681. The two key features of 
mathematics are certainty and applicability. (DEZ) #16.2.37 
GRAY, JEREMY. See #16.2.31 and #16.2.32. 
GREENBERG, JOHN L. 1988. Breaking a “vicious circle”: Unscrambling A.-C. Clairaut’s iterative 
method of 1743. Historiu Muthematica 15, 228-239. CLAIRAUT, ITERATIONS, ELLIPSOIDS. (DEZ) 
I 
#16.2.38 
GUPTA, R. C. 1987. Chords and areas of Jambtidvipa regions in JAINA COSMOGRAPHY. Ganita- 
Bhdrati: Bulletin of the Zndian Society for History of Mathematics 9, 51-53. (ACL) #16.2.39 
GUPTA, R. C. 1987. South INDIAN achievements in medieval mathematics. Gugita-Bhciruti: Bulle- 
tin of the Indian Society for History of Mathematics 9, 15-40. A survey of topics from the 12th to the 
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17th century intended 
century. (ACL) 
to show that Hindu mathematics did not come to a standstill after the 12th 
#16.2.40 
HAYASHI, T. 1987. QUIVER PROBLEM: A new interpretation. Gar;tita-Bhdrati: Bulletin of the Indian 
Society for History OfMathematics 9,10-14. The A.D. 850 problem is to compute the whole number of 
arrows contained in a quiver when the number of arrows in the outermost layer is known. (ACL) 
#16.2.41 
HELLEGOUARCH, Y. 1987. A la recherche de l’arithmetique que se cache dans la musique. Gazette 
des mathe’maticiens 33, 71-80. EULER’S theory of temperament for the MUSICAL SCALE. (IGG) 
#16.2.42 
HILTON, PETER. 1988. A brief, subjective history of HOMOLOGY and HOMOTOPY theory in this 
century. Mathematics Magazine 61 (December 1988), 282-291. Text of a lecture followed by a ques- 
tion-and-answer session. The development is divided into three periods, the first of which goes up to 
1926 and centers around POINCAR~. The golden years 1926-1927 feature the works of ALEXANDROFF, 
HOPF (whose picture is on the front of the journal), and EMMY NOETHER. The year 1935 is the final 
period, where the confluence of the ideas of VIETORIS, TECH, ALEXANDROFF, and HASSLER WHITNEY 
are witnessed. 20th CENTURY. (DEZ) #16.2.43 
H~RMANDER, LARS. See #16.2.36. 
INEICHEN, ROBERT. 1988. Dante-Kommentare und die Vorgeschicte der Stochastik. Historia 
Mathematics 15, 264-269. PROBABILITY, COMBINATORICS, DANTE, JACOPO GIOVANNI. (DEZ) 
#16.2.44 
JONES, CHARLES V. 1987. La influencia de Aristoteles en el fundamento de 10s Elementos de 
Euclides (The influence of ARISTOTLE on the foundations of EUCLID’S Elements). Mathesis (Mexico) 
3, 375-387. GREEK MATH, PHILOSOPHY. (VA) #16.2.45 
JONES, CHARLES V. 1987. Las paradojas de Zenon y 10s primeros fundamentos de la matematica 
(Zeno’s paradoxes and the early foundations of mathematics). Mathesis (Mexico) 3, 1-14. GREEK 
MATH, ZENO’S PARADOXES, FOUNDATIONS. (VA) #16.2.46 
KLEINER, ISRAEL. 1987. A sketch of the evolution of (noncommutative) ring theory. L’Enseigne- 
ment Mathe’matique 33(3-4) (July-December), 227-267. A survey of the development of RING THE- 
ORY from HAMILTON and CAYLEY through BENJAMIN PEIRCE and WEDDERBURN to NOETHER and 
ARTIN. (DEZ) #16.2.47 
KLEINER, ISRAEL. 1988. Thinking the unthinkable: The story of complex numbers (with a moral). 
Mathematics Teacher 81(7), 583-592. An account of the evolution of complex numbers from their 
birth in CARDANO’S Ars Magna (“the cubic rather than the quadratic equation forced the introduction 
of complex numbers”), their growth with LEIBNIZ, EULER, GAUSS, and HAMILTON, and their maturity 
in the latter part of the 19th century. The paper ends with a “moral” for teaching-indeed, knowing- 
the history of mathematics and “some suggestions for the teacher.” (DEZ) #16.2.48 
KNOCHE, NORBERT. 1988. History of ALGEBRA. Workshop, June 25-27, 
Mathematics 15, 283-284. List of papers given at the workshop. (DEZ) 
1987, Essen. Historia 
#16.2.49 
LAGLER, W. See #16.2.18. 
LAM LAY-Y• NG. 1988. A Chinese genesis: Rewriting the history of our numeral system. Archive 
for History of Exact Sciences 38(2) (May 20), 101-108. A summary of the author’s claim made in two 
earlier papers in the same journal that China was the first civilization to have “our” concept of the 
numeral system, followed by an examination of complementary claims regarding the Hindu-Arabic 
numerals. (DEZ) #16.2.50 
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LBRTORA MENDOZA, CELINA A. 1987. La obra “De quadratura circuli” atribuida a Roberto Gros- 
seteste (The work “De quadratura circuli” attributed to Robert GROSSETESTE). Muthesis (Mexico) 3, 
389-400. Preliminary study and Spanish translation of “Lincolniensis de quadratura circuli,” based on 
Oxford-Auctarium F. 5.28 (ex Museo 125), f. 116a; Oxford, Digby 53, f. 184a; Oxford, Digby 190, f. 
87vb. GREEK MATH in the MIDDLE AGES, QUADRATURE OF LUNES. (VA) #16.2.51 
Lr, ZHAOHUA, AND Lru, DUN. 1988. The Second National Chinese Conference for History of 
Mathematics. Historiu Muthematicu 15, 275-278. Report of a conference held in Inner Mongolia in 
1985. (DEZ) #16.2.52 
LIU, DUN. See #16.2.52. 
LLOMBART PALET, Jo.&. 1987. Cr6nica Cientifica. Cat&logo de autores de la section I: Ciencias 
Exactas. LLULL 10(18-19), 139-146. MATH authors INDEX from Crbnicu Cient$ca. Reuistu Znterna- 
cional de Ciencius, 1870-1920. SPANISH MATH. (VA) #16.2.53 
MCCARTHY, D. P. 1987. Stonehenge and IT, The Mathematical Gazette 71 (December), 293-294. A 
favorable comparison of the value of r computed from the Aubrey circle of 56 pits, dated c. 1800 B.C., 
with the well-known ARCHIMEDES bounds. (DEZ) #16.2.54 
MAnrfNEz E., RAFAEL J. 1987. La perspectiva y especularia de Euclides. Muthesis (Mexico) 3, 
169-174. Notice on the reprint of La perspectivu y especuluriu de Euclides. Truducidus en vulgar 
castellano &a. Por Pedro AMBROSZO Onderiz, 1585. The reprint has been published by Centro de 
Investigaciones y de Estudios Avanzados de1 IPN (Mexico), 1986. (VA) #16.2.55 
MATKOVIC, DAVID J. 1988. The CHINESE REMAINDER THEOREM: A historical account. Pi Mu 
Epsilon Journal 8(8), 493-507. An account of this famous result in NUMBER THEORY written while the 
author was an undergraduate at Iowa State in 1986. (DEZ) #16.2.56 
MEND~S-FRANCE, MICHEL. 1988. Nevertheless. The Mathematical Zntelligencer 11(4), 35. Bio- 
graphical comments on the French mathematician Gaston JULIA. Rare PHOTOGRAPH. (DEZ) 
#16.2.57 
MICHIWAKI, YOSHIMASA. 1988. The International Symposium on the History and EDUCATION of 
Mathematics Using CHINESE Characters (ISHEM). Historia Mathematicu 15, 278-280. Report of a 
conference held at Kiryu, Japan, 1987. (DEZ) #16.2.58 
MILLAN GASCA, ANA. 1987. Introduction a la obra geometrica de Julio Rey Pastor (Introduction to 
the geometric work of Julio Rey Pastor). B.S. thesis, University of Zaragoza. REY PASTOR, SPANISH 
MATH. (VA) #16.2.59 
MORA OSEJO, LUCIANO. 1988. En el centenario de dos mathematicos fundamentalistas: Dedekind y 
Peano. Revistu Aleph 66 (July/September). Simple historical introduction to DEDEKIND’S and PEANO’S 
contributions to NUMBER SYSTEMS. (VA) #16.2.60 
MORENO, A. LUIS, AND WALDEGG, GUILLERMINA. 1987. El analisis matematico y su aritmetiza- 
ci6n (Mathematical analysis and its arithmetization). Mathesis (Mexico) 3, 49-72. Foundations of 
MATH ANALYSIS from a historical perspective. CAUCHY, FOURIER, RIEMANN. (VA) #16.2.61 
NAIMPALLY, S. A. 1987. Approximate formula for the length of a chord. Ganita-Bhdrati: Bulletin 
of the Indian Society for History of Mathematics 9,57-58. A 12th-century formula in INDIAN mathe- 
matics. (ACL) #16.2.62 
NEEDHAM, JOSEPH. 1987. La ciencia y la sociedad en oriente y occidente. Mathesis (Mexico) 3, 
347-373. Spanish translation of Needham’s paper in J. D. Bemal’s Science of science. Relations 
between science and society in ancient West and East cultures. (VA) #16.2.63 
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ORAYEN, RAT~L. See #16.2.15. 
PANDE, K. C., AND SINGH, U. N. 1987. George Joseph’s work and visit to India. Ganita-Bhdruti: 
Bulletin of the Indian Society for History of Mathematics 9,59-60. GEORGE G. JOSEPH, an Indian-born 
English scientist, also did work in the history of early mathematics (Indian, Arabic, and Chinese). 
WL) #16.2.64 
PARAMO, GUILLERMO. See #16.2.3. 
PORTER, THEODORE M. 1986. Ndmero y diversidad. La fruition de1 pensamiento estadistico (Num- 
ber and diversity: The fruition of statistical thinking). LLULL 9(16-17), 153-162. STATISTICS HISTORY 
from DETERMINISM to INDETERMINISM and modern MATH STATISTICS. (VA) #16.2.65 
PREISER, ASUNCI~N. See #16.2.15. 
RAMANUJAN, SRINIVASA. 1988. The lost notebook and other unpublished papers. New DelhilMa- 
dras/Bombay: Narosa. xxv + 419 pp. 250 rupies. Reviewed by Richard Askey in Bulletin of the 
American Mathematical Society 19, 558-560. See #15.3.34 for the abstract of the NOVA special on 
RAMANUJAN. (DEZ) #16.2.66 
RAM~REZ, SANTIAGO. See #16.2.6. 
RODRIGUES, JOSE FRANCISCO. 1988. Anastacio da Cunha (1744-1787), o matematico e o poeta. 
Historia Muthematica 15, 281. Report of a meeting held in honor of the poet and mathematician 
ANASTACIO DA CUNHA. (DEZ) #16.2.67 
RODRIGUEZ CONSUEGRA, FRANCISCO. 1987. Bibliografia de Bertrand Russell en espafol (primaria 
y secundaria) (Primary and secondary bibliography on Bertrand Russell in Spanish). Muthesis (MCx- 
ice) 3,183-197. List of Spanish translations of Russell’s works and papers or books on RUSSELL (some 
of the items were published in Catalonian). (VA) #16.2.68 
ROWE, DAVID E. 1988. GAUSS, DIRICHLET, and the law of biquadratic reciprocity. The Mathemati- 
cal Zntelligencer lO(2) 13-25. Relates the little-known story of Dirichlet’s intellectual relationship with 
Gauss. Dirichlet’s breakthrough occurred when he awoke, at 4 AM on a summer night after a vacation 
and an apparently unproductive evening spent wandering about the countryside, with the key insight 
that led to a new approach that fed his work for years to come. NUMBER THEORY. (DEZ) #16.2.69 
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